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Let E = (t + u(d)“*)/2 be a unit of Q((d)l/“), whose norm = 1. We investigate 
the properties of the factors of the number u,, which is defined by 
c” = (t, + u,,(d)-)/2. 
Those properties are applied to the theory of the fundamental unit of Q((d)l/*). 
The main result is as follows. Take some unit 7 = (a + b(d)‘/*)/2 (> 1) whose 
norm = 1. If  the number b satisfies a certain condition, then 7 = 5” for some n, 
where l ,, is the fundamental unit of Q((d)l/3. 
1. 
Let d(>O) be a positive rational integer and Q((d)lia) be the real 
quadratic field of discriminant d. 
Take some unit E(>I) of Q((6)1/2) whose norm = 1. We denote this 
unit by E = (t + ~(4~/3/2 and fix it in the following. 
We denote 
en = (t, + un(d)‘9/2 (n 1 1). (1) 
The aim of this paper is to investigate the properties of the number u,, , 
and apply those properties to the theory of the fundamental unit of a 
real quadratic field. 
We use the following notation: 
Q, the field of rational numbers; 
N the set of positive rational integers; 
(a, b), the greatest common divisor of a and b; 
a 1 b means a divides b. 
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2. 
Since the norm of E is 1, from the identity 
en - @z = (E + E-l)(e"-' - ,-W-l,) - (p2 _ E-("-2)), 
(n~N,n L 3) 
we can deduce the relation 
u, = tu,-1 - u,-2 (n L 3) 
(2) 
241 = 24, u2 = tu. 
By virtue of the relations (2), we can obtain u, inductively and we may 
express U, in the form 
%a = UP?&), where P,(t) E N (3) 
Here P,(t)(= P,J satisfies the following inductive relations similar to (2): 
P, = tp,-, - P,-, (n 2 3) 
P, = 1, P, = t. 
(4) 
3. 
PROPOSITION 1. Those numbers P&I E N) have the following properties. 
0) (Pn+1 > P,) = 1 foranynEN. 
(II) m,nEN,mln * P,IP,. 
(III) m, n E N, (m, n) = 1 * (Pm , P,J = 1. 
(IV) 1fn(~N) is odd and n = 21+ 1, I E N, then 
pn = PRl - pt2 = (P,+1 - P3(Pz+1 + Pl). 
Proof. By virtue of the inductive relations (4), 
(Pn+19 Pn) = (P2, P,) = 1. 
This proves (I). 
Since the norm of E = 1, using the relation tn = E” + E-~, we can 
express t, as tn = &(t) where &(t)(=SJ satisfies the following inductive 
relations: S, = t S,-, - S&n 2 3), and S, = t, S, = t2 - 2. Take 
P = (tm + y(~Q~/3/2 = (f&(t) + P,(t) u(d)9/2 for the unit E of 
Section 2; then relation (3) shows if m 1 n, then P,(t) = P,(t) . P,&&(t)), 
and this implies property (II). 
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For two numbers m, n E N such that (m, n) = 1, there exist two numbers 
a, b E N such that mu = nb + 1. Then from property (I), we have 
(P,, , Pnb) = 1, and from property (II), P, ) Pma and P,, 1 Pnb . So we 
can obtain assertion (III) immediately. 
Assertion (IV) follows from the following identity: 
(Cc z+1 _ E-(z+l))/(E - cl))" - ((d - E-")/(E - E--l))2 
= Cc 21+1 _ ,-(2"+1')/(~ _ l -l). 
4. 
Since N(E) = 1 and E > 1, t satisfies the inequality t > (6)112 and we 
may assume t as t 2 3. 
PROPOSITION 2. For n E N, the following inequality is satisjied, 
P n+1 > 0 - 1) pn * 
Proof. We prove it by induction. Since PI = 1 and Pz = t, the 
assertion is trivial for 12 = 1. By virtue of the relations (4) and the inductive 
assumption for n - 1, we have 
P n+l = tP, - P,-, > tP, - P, = (t - 1) P, . 
Remark. Relation (4) implies the following inequality: tP, 2 P,+l 
and equality holds if and only if n = 1. 
Now we can prove easily the following two corollaries. 
COROLLARY 1. Both factors given in property (IV) of Proposition 1 
are larger than 1. 
COROLLARY 2. For any I E N, the folIowing inequality holds. 
1 < et - 1) < (PI,1 + Pz)/(Pz+1 - Pz) < (t + 1)/G - 2) s 4. 
If the discriminant d is given, we may take ((d)1/2 + 1)/((d)‘/” - 2) instead 
of 4. 
Now combining the results of Propositions 1 and 2 we can obtain the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. For the numbers offactors of P, we can obtain thefollowing 
lower estimates. 
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(i) P&m E N) has at least m factors. 
(ii) If1 is oddprime, then Pltn(m E N) has at least m + 1 factors. 
(iii) If n is of the form n = 2Vp *a* lSp8 wheree, 2 0, eiEN, 15 iSs, 
where the Ii are dyerent odd primes, then P, has at least 
factors. 
s + e. + el + -** + e, 
Proof. By virtue of property (II), P,, ) P,,+I for a 2 2 m E N, and 
m < n implies P, < P, (Proposition 2). Since Pz = t > 1, assertion (i) 
follows immediately and assertion (ii) follows from Corollary 1 of Propo- 
sition 2. Then assertion (iii) is an easy consequence of property (III). 
Remark. Since u, = UP, , the number of the factors of u, is the sum 
of that of u and of P, . 
5. 
We have several applications to the theory of the fundamental unit of 
a real quadratic field. 
THEOREM 2. Let Q((d)l/3 be a real quadratic field of discriminant 
d( >O), and let co( > 1) be the fundamental unit of Q((d)‘j2). Take some unit 
E( >I) of Q((d)@) whose norm = I, and express it in the form 
E = (a + b(d)li2)/2. 
(A) If b = p where p is a prime number, then, except for the case 
E = ((1 + (5)1/2)/2)4, we haue E = co or eo2; and ife = l o2, then l o is of the 
form co = (p + (d)l12)/2, d = p2 + 4. 
(B) If b = p” where p is an odd prime number and p > 4 and n L 2, 
then E = co or eo2; and $6 = go 2 then e. is of the form co = (p” + (d)1/2)/2, , 
d = p2n &4. 
(C) If b = p - q where p and q are prime numbers such that 4p < q, 
then E = e. or l o2 or eo4. 
(D) If b = rq where q is a prime number such that 4r d q, then 
E = $forsomel= OorlEN. 
Proof. By virtue of (ii) of Theorem 1 and the two corollaries of 
Proposition 2, under the condition in (A), (B), (C), or (D), the unit E can 
not be a power of odd degree of another unit of Q((d)t12). (Since t > u - 2, 
for a unit (t + u(4Y2)/2 (>I), under the condition in (D), E can not be 
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a power of another unit E’ which is of the form E’ = (a’ + b’(d)1/2)/2 
where 4 1 b’). That is, E = E:’ for some I = 0 or I E N. In each case of 
(A)-(D), it is easy to check all possible Z’s and deduce the result. 
Remark 1. If we are given the value of d, the condition (B), (C), (D) 
may be improved by taking ((d)l/” + l)/((d>‘/” - 2) instead of the 
number 4 in the inequalities. 
Remark 2. Assertion (A) of Theorem 2 supplements the result 
obtained by Yokoi [ 11. 
6. 
We give here several numerical examples of the unit which satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem 2. 
(A) d = 22 - 71 E = 3480 + 413(71)l/2 
(B) d = 5613 E = (1873 + 25(5613)lj2)/2 
(C) d = 2a * 59 E = 530 + 69(59)lJ2 69 = 3 . 23 
(D) d = 22 - 43 E = 3482 + 531(43)li2 531 = 32 * 59 
All these units are the fundamental units. 
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